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Time and time again, we look at our lives in amazement of the paths that were

negotiated during the seasons of winter when the moments in our lives appeared like

mountains and rough terrain only for us to benefit from the spring season that followed.

The winters we traverse vary in the amount of snow that accumulates, the severity of

climate and the length of time the winter season lasts.

Over the course of life I have observed many as well as myself negotiate the

many winters encountered.  There were times when the gathering of wood, securing

shelter and gathering food for the survival were accomplished months in advance.

However most of the winter moments come without warning.  The snow was deep, the

temperature cold and the shelter from the winter appeared nowhere to be seen.

The nature of man makes one during these times feel isolated, withdrawn with

little if any sense of direction.  Our human nature can willingly guide us to look for no

shelter, no food and to lie down during the winter to slowly pass on.

With assurance and hope during the time of winter God tells us to fear not and to

always remember that He is working during the winter in order to prepare the way for a

rewarding spring.  He asks that we obey and He will guide and provide direction.

In observing others as well as myself the outcome of winter will vary.  The

varying degrees of outcome spin the gambit from completely unscathed to life altering

circumstances.  The life altering circumstances test our hope, assurance and faith that

God is working.  We must maintain focus during these times of apparent uncertainty that

God is pruning and redirecting our lives so that we may increase our ability to serve and

guide others to find the Kingdom that God provides. The life altering winters God

provides redirects and deepens our scope to an understanding of God’s nature for us to

pass on.

We must always remember that during the time of winter, when the temperatures

are cold, transversing the landscape is slow and tiring, Christians search out the time to

sled, build snowmen, create snow angels and collect the snowflakes on the ends of their

tongues.  Yes even in the times of winter one can enjoy the time in the snow.

For we can rest assure that at winters close a new spring in on the horizon.


